
Our 5  Day- trip to the North of  England

Here are some of the impressions written by the students :

The trip in itself     :
We crossed the Channel from  Calais to Dover in the middle of the night.
For some of us the trip  was long and exhausting but for others like Alexandre it was  even too
short: he spent his time sleeping at the back of the bus but he wasn't snoring fortunately!

A stop in Oxford:
'The first day we visited  Christ Church College and the city, we were really tired but the tour
was interesting. We loved the fact that some scenes in Harry Potter were shot in Oxford:we
saw  the stairs of Hogwarts  . The presitgious dining hall has  also been used in the filming of
Harry Potter .

' At first  we thought that the guided tours in English  would be too hard to understand but in 
the end  it was clear and adapted to us.'Haizea,Léa,Audrey

Food and England:Yummy

If you want to experience intense sensations you can try  the beef pie with the famous green peas and smoothly finish  with apple pie and custard for
 dessert but be careful :it's not perfect for your waistline!Marie Théo Camille Manon

Despite some of the clichés about British Food, many of us tasted new things such as peanut butter, Marshmallow cream and Jelly Beans.It was 
sometimes good, sometimes weird  but at least we tried it !Marie Théo Camille

The  person who hosted  us was a chef in a good hotel. He prepared  great meals such  as the  typical English breakfast with eggs, bacon, sausages,, 
onions rings, mushrooms, baked bean, fried toasts.Alexandre,Axel,Baptiste 

Our host family was really fantastic because they made the effort to  talk to us in English, asked us  questions on the visits that we did. They were 
very welcoming and warm  and interested in us : they seemed to  enjoy  hosting  us ! Manon

The best visit for you     :

'We find that the architecture of the city of Oxford is different from   the  French architecture.  There were  lots of old buildings with beige stones
whereas in Manchester, there  was a surprising mix between modern and old building with red bricks.'
Léa, Audrey,Haizea

'For me, the best moment was the two days in Liverpool. The first time we went to
Liverpool we visited 'The Beatles story' in the morning. In the afternoon we visited the
Slavery Museum and we  had free time during which we did  some shopping.' Amélie
'For us the best visit was the visit of Liverpool, we really appreciated this city, we love the
proximity with the sea and the long walk. We enjoyed the nice weather. We also noticed a
big contrast with the different architectures.' Colombine,Léa

England, the country of football!

I  was  really  desperate  because  we  could  not  visit  Rafford,  the  mythic  stadium  of
Manchester. To compensate,  I  visited  the  Museum of  Football.  That  was  very  nice.
Moreover, Antoine bought a shirt as a  souvenir!Antoine,Farid

'Manchester is the best visit of the trip.  We didn't expect to discover such a large city. There are 
many shops  and modern buildings. The contrast between the industrial city and the modern city is very
surprising. 'Marie, Théo,Colline Camille


